
BROW SESSION:   
Thank you for coming, I am ….. 
 
How many of you feel like your brows are out of control? 
 
How many of you either have super light brows or you just wish you had 
brows? 
 
Well I have the fix for both.  :) 

 
Lets check out a few pictures of Brows gone wrong… 
 
These ladies need some FIXING!!! :) 
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Brow Products: 
Here is a quick peak of what products we will use or talk about today: 

 

Brow Pencil 

Brow Tint 

Matte Eye Shadow 

Eyebrow/Eyeliner Brush 

Lash & Brow Building Serum. 

 

First Tip:  I should see you, your eyes coming not your brows!  Make sure 

you brow color is slightly lighter than your natural eye brow/hair color.  

Brows accent your beauty—not take away. 
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BROW PREP WORK 
 
 
 
 

I. Get into shape:  
• Carefully Tweeze them  

• Starting Point of Brow:  hold pencil upright along side of nose 

• Arch/Highest point: Angel tip of nose to middle of iris  

• ending point: outer edge of nostril + outer corner of eye  



Precision Brow Liner:  

DEFINE and FILL 
Comes in 5 different shades:  
  Black brown, dark brunette, brunette, dark blonde, blonde 
 
LIFEPROOF formula—wont smudge, smear or fade no matter the work day, 
workout or weather.   No rainy brows. :) 
 
Smooth glide microtip = feathery look  to all the way to BOLD 
 
Application: Just twist enough to barely poke out liner—to prevent 
breakage. Depending on desired look, simply feather-like strokes 
 
Tip 2:  Practice on your hand to get the feel of the liner.  

$12 



Volumizing Brow Tint:   (TINT and TAME) 

 

Comes in 4 different shades:  dark brunette, brunette, dark blonde, blonde 
 

Again - LIFEPROOF formula—wont smudge, smear or fade  
 

Microscopic fibers that CLING to hair, making FULLER, LUSH looking 
 

Works like hairspray for the brows—tame those beast 
 

QUICK DRYING formula 
 

Application:  Wipe excess of tip if any.  Start at THICKEST part of brow, apply 
in SHORT, UPWARD strokes following the direction the hair grows until 
desired look. Use tip to fill in areas missed 
 

Tip 3:  Remember keep your Oil Free Eye Make UP Remover handy.  It’s a 
quick fixer for mistakes.   

$14 



Chromafusion Matte Eye Shadow 

 
Matte formula—so no sparkling hairs.  :) 
 

12 hour wear - LIFEPROOF 
 

Finely milled premium pigmentation 
 

Fall out proof 
Buildable 
 

Application:  With either the Eyebrow/Eye Liner brush ($10) -  light brush 
product through the brow hairs.  
 

TIP 4:  Use bristle end of brush to comb through eye lashes and eye 
brows prior to adding products 

$8 

$10 



Lash & Brow Building Serum 

 
Straighten, volumize and improve your over all BROW—and lashes 
 
Active Ingredient: our trade mark “LASH RESPONSE COMPLEX”: 
      nutrient boost of amino acids, peptides and red clover extract. 
 
Application:  USE AT NIGHT on clean dry eyes. (Remove contacts).  
   Lashes:  Apply along lash line from inner to outer corner like an eye liner.    
   Brow: apply on brows in the direction of growth. 
 
Yes safe for sensitive eyes and has been tested by Ophthalmologist. 

$36 



Lets review:  :)  
 
Liners or shadows are  for DEFINITION and FILL  
 
Tint is for adding COLOR  and TAMING the CRAZIES 
 
Check out a few before and after pictures - remember you don’t want the 
first thing people notice about you to be your brows. 






